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1 - ASCERTAIN ANGLE & STEEPNESS 

Evaluate the slope's angle and steepness. Mowing on

moderate slopes is generally manageable, but if it's

too steep, it may be safer to use alternative methods

such as a string trimmer or a brush cutter.

2 - WEAR APPROPRIATE FOOTWEAR

Wear sturdy shoes with good traction to ensure a

firm grip on the ground. Avoid sandals or shoes with

smooth soles that can increase the risk of slipping.

Mowing on a slope can be challenging and potentially dangerous if not done properly. Here
are some tips to help you mow safely and effectively on a slope:

3 - CHOOSE THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT

Use a mower with a low center of gravity and wide

wheelbase for better stability. Self-propelled mowers

or those with a differential lock feature are especially

useful for sloped terrains.

4 - MOW ACROSS THE SLOPE

Instead of mowing up and down the slope, mow

horizontally across it. This technique provides better

stability and reduces the risk of the mower tipping

over.

5 - TAKE SMALLER PASSES

Divide the slope into smaller sections and mow one

section at a time. This allows you to maintain better

control over the mower and minimizes the chances of

accidents.

6 - KEEP A SLOW AND STEADY PACE
Avoid rushing or making sudden turns on the slope.

Maintain a slow and steady pace to maintain control

over the mower and prevent it from sliding or tipping

over.

7 - BE CAUTIOUS WITH WET GRASS

Mowing on wet grass can be more challenging as it

increases the chances of slipping. If the slope is wet

or slippery, consider postponing the mowing until the

grass dries out.

8 - WATCH OUT FOR OBSTACLES

Clear the area of any rocks, branches, or other debris

that could cause the mower to bounce or lose

balance. These obstacles can pose a hazard while

mowing on a slope.

9 - STAY HYDRATED AND TAKE BREAKS

Mowing on a slope can be physically demanding. Drink

plenty of water and take regular breaks to rest and

prevent exhaustion.

10 - IF IN DOUBT, SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP

If you're uncertain about mowing on a particularly

steep or challenging slope, it's best to seek assistance

from a professional landscaping service. They have the

expertise and specialized equipment to handle such

terrains safely.


